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Abstract:
Preparing for the transition from quarters to semesters, instructors of the mathematics sequence for future
elementary teachers (Math 301ABC, Math 308 and their semester equivalents 3011, 3012 and 3013) applied
research about best practices for online learning in mathematics to the quarter bridge courses Math 301AQBR
and 301BQBR that each include 0.5 units of online activities. Successful activities piloted in the quarter bridge
courses may be implemented in the 3011-3012-3013 semester sequence and their associated lab courses
3011L-3012L-3013L. This paper focuses on written reflections and group discussion forums associated with
the class textbook Powerful Problem Solving by Max Ray.
Project Results:
Written Reflection: Throughout the class, students are assigned chapters to read from the textbook Powerful
Problem Solving by Max Ray. After students read a chapter, we assign a reflection prompt created by Dr.
Shawn L. McMurran. Powerful Problem Solving (Ray) Reflection Prompts.
Discussion Forum: After students complete the written reflection, each student is instructed to upload their
reflection on their assigned group discussion forum created on BlackBoard. Each group consists of 3-4
students. Once their written reflection is uploaded, each group member is responsible for reading all other
group member’s written reflection and responding with a minimum of one insightful comment.
Grading: The following rubrics were used to grade the written reflections and discussion forums.

Example: Below is an example assignment for the first two chapters in the textbook, followed by one group’s
thread to their discussion forum.

Powerful Problem Solving (Ray)
Read:
● Chapter 1
● Chapter 2
Reflect:
● Based on the reading from chapter two, answer each prompt in
2-3 sentences (you can write more if you want to). In your
response, please refer to the specific passage or passages that
prompted your response. Include something that the passage said
as well as the page number.
○I notice…
○I liked…
○I wonder…
○I learned…
Post:
●

Post your reflection from Ch 2 on your group’s discussion board
Powerful Problem Solving (Ray) Ch 2 Reflection Group
Discussion.

Discuss:
● On your group’s discussion board Powerful Problem Solving
(Ray) Ch 2 Reflection Group Discussion, read each group
member’s reflection.
● Make a minimum of one c omment on each group member’s
reflection. These comments will be graded on the quality of your
comment. For example, “I like your reflection” is not an acceptable
comment.
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